Assignment 0  Thomas Trappenberg B00123456

A0.1 Write your answers for the assignment questions into a single text file and submit it in pdf format. The file must contain your Name and banner number.

To submit your assignments, send your text files to prof4155@cs.dal.ca with `An` as subject line, where `n` stands for the assignment number (e.g. A1).

A0.2 Assignments must be received by the assigned deadline. Late submissions will not be accepted. Please let me know if you have outstanding circumstances that might delay your submission. Acceptance of late submissions is at the discretion of the instructor and only awarded in outstanding circumstances.

A0.3 If the question is to write a Python program that prints the numbers from 1 to 10, then write this program in your python editor and copy it to the text file. If necessary, the TA must be able to copy the program into Spyder and execute it. You must include all necessary instructions. For example, if the question is to write a program that prints the numbers from 1 to 10, then you could include the code

for i in range(1,11):
    print i